
Conspiracy theory - Ishita 

 ONE. 

I felt the vibrations as soon as I had transcended the 16-kilometer mark onto yet another blue-green 

planet whose inhabitants thought they were an intelligent species. “Pshaw”, I sniggered quietly to 

myself. It was another one of my visits to other planets bearing other beings to glimpse into other 

lives, other stories. And the one I was about to discover would change my life completely. 

TWO. 

She knew something was wrong as soon as we had gotten out of the car that day. "Those… those 

potholes…" she whispered, "They're loo-looking at me… they look sinister… they're the kind who'd 

want to cause disruption.” 

"Fill them up” she screamed, "Fill them before they destroy us!!"  

I knew my wife was paranoid the day I met her. She had always been one for exaggeration, and 

masterful at the hyperactivity that soon followed any outburst.  

Ignoring her screeches, I quietly led her to the counselor's office. I got back into my car and began my 

27 minute journey to work. I felt a growing sense of anxiety as my car tumbled down an intensely 

potholed street.  

Something HAD to be done about the roads, I said to myself with a frown. 

THREE. 

It was another day in the life of millions who suspected nothing. Another lovely day, full of surprises. 

Yet another full day, of work and wonky roads, and yet, more peaceful, ignorant endeavors. 

They'll look up to me, I told myself. They will love me when they know what I was doing was good 

for them. I smiled.  

And singing softly to myself, I scanned the area for the nth time, deciding where else to plant the 

potholes. 

I loved my job.  

ONE. 

I watched carefully as the presumptuous beings from the blue-green planet started a new day. The fact 

that I could see through their walls made little difference; the scene was the same everywhere- little 

cranky beings and big stupid beings filled every house.  



Soon, I was bored.  

They all looked so mechanical I knew I wouldn't be surprised if some higher being was controlling 

them. I watched indifferently as they continued along the roads, eyes checking rearview mirrors every 

three seconds. It was all very strange, like they were eternally afraid of being attacked by some alien 

being.  

If you asked me, I would've been too bored to even consider destroying this little world that was so 

afraid all the time. 

TWO. 

I sighed as I spotted a traffic jam ahead. These things would never change. I had come to terms with 

the fact that there were some things we just couldn't do anything about. And I consoled myself with 

this notion. 

I sighed again, and made up my mind not to get angry when stuck in a situation like this. Helpless. 

Traffic jams anger people. “I wouldn't let that helplessness take over me”, I said to myself, as a 

particularly nasty pothole made me bang my head against the windshield.  

"Darn these idiotic potholes!" I cursed. 

THREE. 

"The layers are intact", I reported over the cordless. "And so are the electricity poles, the signals, and 

every other little detail." 

I preferred to be on guard at the place where the process actually happened. It was here that I actually 

got to see my handiwork - all the work we put in, for these incredible moments when what-happened-

to-the-mortals was exactly what we anticipated.  

I loved watching the waves rising to meet the covering at 16 kilometers, and then being siphoned off 

through the poles situated at convenient points in the system. I even loved the way energy bubbled in 

the air on those days. Pity we had them only once a fortnight. 

ONE. 

There I was, sitting on a hoarding (there's no one better than us for great holidays and super 

adventures) and still watching as they drove by in a hurry to get to the end of their lives. What bores.  



Suddenly, I saw something strange below. The more that they drove, the hotter their auras became. 

Soon, all their cars were radiating heat waves. But the biggest waves were being radiated by the 

people who were stuck in the traffic jam at a major junction in the city.  

The jam was claiming more and more cars as they jostled to get through all the madness. The traffic 

lights, strangely enough, seemed to be red for the whole time. Instead of trying to do something about 

it, I watched in stunned silence as I saw the liquid-gas waves rise up to hit the cover, hover there and 

get sucked away to god knows where.  

Someone somewhere surely was playing around with these poor senseless mortals. And I was 

planning to find out just who it was. 

TWO. 

Being stuck in a traffic jam saturates me. However hard I try to keep calm, it angers me to a level 

where I could get out of my car, slam the door super hard, storm up to someone and slap him across 

the face just for existing. It's the only time when I could scream my lungs out and pull at my hair with 

a vengeance. Sometimes, I suspect that these idiotically-time-consuming-and-hardly–necessary-

traffic-jams happen too often. 

And then suddenly, without warning, all the anger that is such a big part of these traffic jams, 

collapses into an inexplicable mass of confused emotions. Strangely, then, there is no more anger. Just 

confusion and chaos. And then again, we're on our way. 

THREE. 

I could feel something going wrong with the poles as soon as I looked at the heat-o-meter in the 

corner of the room. 

"Emergency alert!" I hollered into the microphone. "Error in plan. I repeat, error in plan. Halt all 

operations, stop all proceedings. Blockage in siphons at Martin square. Call for backup immediately" 

I instructed.  

A blockage in the world's best system was unheard of. And still, it had happened. 

ONE. 

I now saw that something was going horribly wrong with whatever the mortals were being made to go 

through. Suddenly, the siphoning stopped. The purple mass that hung in the air became darker and 

darker, and before you could say gloobshire sauce, it had turned the colour of an angry bottle of red 

wine. Soon, it was black and it swirled in the air, faster and faster till it was a blur. Quickly, and 



without thinking, I entered the scene. And as soon as I did, I felt three large beepers pulsing 

somewhere below the surface of the earth. 

And I was too distracted by the sound of the beepers, to notice the large figure swooping towards 

me… 

(To Be Continued...) 

 

 

 


